T H E M O S T R E A L I S T I C M ATC H TO N AT U R A L M A R B L E
With its new quartz technology, Aurea Stone has perfected
the white marble quartz. A new generation – Quartz 2.0
Aurea Stone is…
The only quartz with high definition character movement
evident in its sharp, clean, tight lines; which in previous
generation quartz often appear blurry or washed out.
The only quartz with translucency equivalent to match
real marble. Demonstrations of this depth are evident
through soft and subtle undertones of colour beneath

the surfaces. Earlier generation quartz has a more 2D
surface appearance. The brightest and whitest on the
market.
The only quartz with a grainless surface, resulting in
better light reflection and higher shine.
The brightest and whitest on the market.
All these advancements are only possible through Phi
Technology.

YOUR NATURAL ALTERNATIVE TO NATURAL STONE

The only quartz with a grainless surface, resulting in
better light reflection and higher shine

The brightest and whitest on the market

DIVINE
Auguste Rodin’s monumental marble
sculpture of two naked lovers fused
in passion. Timeless in its beauty, its
crisp white background and gray
veining brings a sense of elegance
and sophistication to any project.

WWW.AUREASTONE.COM.AU

DINERGY

S F U M ATO

PARAGON

Dinergy is the pattern forming
process of the union of opposites.
This pattern forming can be seen
throughout nature.

Offers a unique transparency and
mildness in its veins and background,
that can be only compared to an
artwork created by ancient masters
like Leonardo.

This Aurea Stone color is not only a
tribute to the discoverer of PHI but a
masterpiece colour design to fill your
spaces of nature and light.

EPITOME

LINCOLN

PHIDIAS

Our Golden veins at EPITOME
Aurea Stone colour may
summarize all the influence that
Pablo Picasso tried to tell us
through his art: Nature, Passion
and Elegance all in one design.

We invite you to discover the magic
and exquisiteness of LINCOLN, so
close your eyes, make a wish and….
“In the end, it’s not the years in your
life that count. It’s the life in your
years.” Abraham Lincol.

A model or pattern of excellence or
perfection of kind. A deep and
elegant pattern design that will
create unique spaces which will
persist in anyone’s memory.

OPENING HOURS
Monday to Friday 9:00am to 5:30pm
Saturdays 10:00am to 4:00pm
Closed public holidays
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420 Dynon Road, West Melbourne VIC 3003
03 9689 8889
info@dbccentre.com.au
www.dbccentre.com.au

